
Energy Storage and Stationary Battery Committee

Value Based Maintenance

Finding a balance between cost and reliability
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Maintenance Requirements

It seems like we are spending a lot of money maintaining our 
batteries, but why?

- Regulatory requirements

- Industry standards (that’s us!)

- Manufacturer recommendations

- Previous operating experiences

- Assessment of cost of an unplanned outage
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Regulatory Requirements

PRC-005 (Electric Utilities / BES)

- 4 month / 18 month / 6 year intervals required

- Specific requirements for VLA, VRLA, and NiCad

• Allows internal ohmic measurements in lieu of discharge testing

- Online monitoring systems can be used

- Fines up to $1 million per day per violation

Not applicable to smaller distribution substations 

Requirements much less maintenance than that recommended 
by  IEEE 450/1188/1106
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NERC (North American Electric Reliability Corporation)



Regulatory Requirements

Loss Control Manual (Nuclear Only)

Covers batteries that provide protection for significant plant 
components

- Turbines, generators, transformers, breakers, etc.

Failure to comply can result in cost increases (sometimes 
significant) to insurance premiums and deductibles

Generally requires adherence to the recommendations of IEEE 
450/1188/1106 for batteries in scope
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NEIL (Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited)



Regulatory Requirements

Applicable to Class 1E batteries which provide backup power to 
reactor protection systems

Federal law and condition of plant operation

Failure of system or components can result in significant fines 
from the NRC 

Can also require plant shutdown
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Nuclear Plant Technical Specifications



IEEE Maintenance Recommendations

IEEE 450 (VLA Maintenance)

- Monthly / quarterly / annual / discharge tests (~ 5 yr after initial)

IEEE 1188 (VRLA Maintenance)

- Monthly / quarterly / annual / discharge tests (~ 2 yr after initial)

IEEE 1106 (NiCad Maintenance)

- Quarterly / semiannual / annual / discharge tests (~ 5 yr after initial)

In a perfect world with unlimited resources, everyone would do 
all of these!
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Maintenance Evaluation

So what maintenance should I do, and at what frequency?

IT DEPENDS!!
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Factors for Consideration

Which battery technology is right for the application?

- VLA

- VRLA

- NiCad

- Lithium Ion

- Other technologies

Every technology has pros on cons based on the installation 
location and conditions which require some research

Making the best decision up front for the application can 
minimize maintenance costs down the road
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Factors for Consideration

Environment for the battery

Cooler climate controlled environments can:

- reduce water consumption and require less frequent watering for flooded 
type batteries

- Increase life span for all cell types

HVAC systems are costly and require maintenance 
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Environment



Factors for Consideration

Charging voltage

Optimal charging voltage can: 

- reduce water consumption and require less frequent watering for flooded 
type batteries

- Increase life span for all cell types

Rate of charger drift

- Analog potentiometers vs solid state / digital controllers

Temperature compensation?
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Battery Charger



Factors for Consideration

Online remote monitoring systems

- Can monitor cell voltage, internal ohmic measurements, cell temperature, 
electrolyte levels, float current, etc.

Can replace a large percentage of IEEE recommended 
maintenance, depending on features of system

Allows reactive maintenance

Does not remove the need for a periodic visual inspection

- Corrosion, cracks in cells, plate issues, sediment issues

Location of battery installation is a factor

Systems have large upfront costs
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Remote Monitoring Systems



Factors for Consideration

On-site charged and ready to go?

Do I need to do as much maintenance as I do to my installed 
cells?

Is the lead time of the cells sufficient for my needs, so I can order 
as needed?

Spare cells sitting in a warehouse that are not regularly charged 
can be a big waste of money.
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Spare Cells



Factors for Consideration

Is there n+1 redundancy?

Standby or paralleled chargers?

Charger have self-diagnostics?

Based on a combination of these factors, it can be acceptable to 
“run to failure”.
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Battery Charger Maintenance



Factors for Consideration

When was the last time the load profile was reviewed?

When the battery is replaced, can it be downsized due to 
efficiencies gained in downstream equipment?

Is there a different battery technology that is better suited for my 
application?
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Battery Replacement



Discharge Testing

Pros

- Only true test of battery’s capability to supply load

- Determines remaining capacity of battery

- Identifies weak or prematurely failing cells

Cons

- Labor intensive 

- Requires expensive test equipment

- Requires battery to be taken out of service

• Potentially requires temporary battery installation
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Alternate Maintenance Strategies

Perform voltage readings and visual inspections only

Perform ohmic testing in lieu of performance discharge testing

Perform condition based discharge testing based on results and 
trending of internal ohmic measurements.

Abandon all maintenance and hope and pray your batteries work 
when you need them.
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